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‘Criminals don’t have to sign MoUs’

-- Judge J.



“... the (legal) system as a unity can never decide the 
basis of what is legal or illegal. It can never apply the 
code to itself as a system. There is no foundational 
value establishing what is legal or illegal, only 
operations” 

“...it enables the legal system to operate legally (!) by 

declaring that something is legal or against the law” 

Niklas Luhmann (2008): Law as a Social System, 
Oxford University Press
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Technology



Technology

‘simulating money laundering behaviour by using sequences 
of transacting patterns, common ML typologies, etc’



1) A lot of data

A lot of raw transaction data that one has 
to manipulate in order to ‘find’ suspicious cases

2) Algorithms try to make sense of that data

We do our best to come up with algorithms, 
patterns, queries, thresholds, and so on.. 

techniques that will ‘model’ the behaviour of ML

3) Humans reduce the complexity further

ML Analysts are forced to do that every day, from 
the many suspicious cases generated by TMS





TPR =
‘truly’ suspicious cases after Manual analysis

TMS-generated suspicious alerts
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Survey by Syntax

* What they think of AML-technology

* What is their True Positive Rate (TPR)

* What they think of regulators

* How many queries they use for profiling

* Type of technology they use



* Type of technology they use
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* What they think of AML technology
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* What they think of AML technology

Disaster.
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Just great

Large number 
of false positives



* True Positive Rate (TPR)
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“When a lot of 
different remedies 
are suggested for a 
disease that means 

the disease can’t 
be cured”.

                                                             
Anton Chekhov



Terrorism



source: Wired



source: Fox News



Countering the 
Financing of Terrorism





‘those sums spent by active terrorist cells on the 
preparations for a conventional terrorist attack are 
typically so small as to be mere droplets in the ocean of 
daily financial transactions’ 

Parkman and Peeling (2007), Countering Terrorist 
Finance, Ashgate publishing company
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“It should be acknowledged as well that financial 
institutions will probably be unable to detect 

terrorist financing as such. Indeed, the only time that 
financial institutions might clearly identify terrorist 
financing as distinct from other criminal misuse of 
the financial system is when a known terrorist or 

terrorist organization has opened an account”

FATF Guidance notes on TF



Algorithmic Racism

i.e.: racial and religious indicators are embedded in 
algorithmic representations for monitoring the probability of 

terrorist financing





Probability of a known terrorist opening an account? 



30 years of data

 12,200 terrorist attacks were recorded in that time 
frame

169 different countries

1400 terrorist organizations



1400 terrorist organizations
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Risk-based approach



Risk



“to find something meaningful in all that data 
for forecasting purposes must be so plainly 
impossible that there will always be endless 
scope for well-paid advice on how to do it”

Peter Kennedy (2003), 
Introduction to Econometrics

MIT Press





R = P * I



R = P * I

R = unknown * unknown



R = P * I

R = unknown * unknown

R = (unknown)
2

√Risk = unknown



La clef des champs



Risk

financial risk

legal risk

structural risk

project risk

process risk

technical risk



There is no such thing as a 
non-risk-based approach. 

The word ‘approach’ necessarily includes 
risk.



‘complexity in this sense means being 
forced to select; being forced to select 
means contingency; and contingency 

means risk’

Luhmann, N (1995) Social Systems, 
Stanford University Press



“since Bacon, Locke, and Vico, confidence in the 
feasibility of generating circumstances has grown; and to 

a large extent it has been assumed that knowledge and 
feasibility correlate. 

This pretension corrects itself to a certain degree with 
the concept of risk, as it does in other ways with the 

newly invented probabilistic calculation. Both concepts 
appear to be able to guarantee that even if things do go 

wrong, one could have acted correctly”

Luhmann, N (1993) 
Risk: A Sociological Theory



AML (risk)



•high/low risk products or services

•high-risk customers (e.g. cash 
intensive businesses)



HIGH-RISK
CATEGORY: Retail store

R1
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R5



Any category is a risk-based hybrid of both 
high- and low- ML/TF risks



To deal with the risk-based approach, we 
need context-sensitive data that will act as 
2nd order proxies for determining risk-levels of 

risk-categories. 
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Non face-to-face interactions

*only 30.2% online!
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